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Your Account. Support Center. Select Year. Select Make. Select Model. Select Part. Select
Fitment. We ship from multiple warehouses across the country, so you get your part as soon as
possible. Free, one year or more , unlimited mileage warranty. Covers everything; parts and
shipping costs. Experts in auto parts since â€” rated 4. The part you are searching for is not
available online. Please contact us for further information. We provide a free industry leading
warranty and free shipping on most parts. If you are having some trouble finding the right Radio
Or Cd Player for your specific Dodge Charger or have any questions, please give us a call or
chat with us online. Our experienced team of auto parts specialists will find what you need and
provide you the best price available for your Dodge Charger. We are proud to provide industry
leading customer service and warranties. Our customers love working with us and continue to
show us their appreciation by leaving us outstanding online reviews. Click here for Mobile
version. Home Toggle navigation. Your Account Support Center. We've got your back Free, one
year or more , unlimited mileage warranty. Return for any reason within 60 days for a full refund.
Your part can be more easily found using the Diff Wizard. Thank You! Secure Shopping. All
rights reserved. For , the Dodge Charger gets a refreshed interior, with a redesigned instrument
panel, plus new seat material and new soft-touch surfaces used on armrests, the center
console, and door trim. The available UConnect hands-free system now includes an iPod
interface, the cruise-control stalk has been relocated, LED interior lighting is now available, and
satin-chrome bezels and accents have been added to the interior. The line of sound systems
has also been revised; the MyGig multimedia entertainment system now has a navigation
option, Sirius satellite radio with a one-year subscription is now standard on the SXT model and
optional on the SE, and Sirius Backseat TV is now offered for the first time. Both Sirius services
include a one-year subscription. Newly available Popular Equipment Packages are available for
each trim level. Close this Model value: The Dodge Charger stands out from other American
mid-size and large sedans for its rear-wheel drive layout, near-ideal weight distribution and, with
the V8s, muscle-car performance. The Charger is also quite practical, though, with a smooth
ride, good interior and trunk space, and decent fuel-efficiency on V8 models due to the included
Multi-Displacement System MDS , which can temporarily Read more The Dodge Charger stands
out from other American mid-size and large sedans for its rear-wheel drive layout, near-ideal
weight distribution and, with the V8s, muscle-car performance. The Charger is also quite
practical, though, with a smooth ride, good interior and trunk space, and decent fuel-efficiency
on V8 models due to the included Multi-Displacement System MDS , which can temporarily shut
down half of the engine's cylinders when they're not needed. The SRT8 model is in a higher
league as a bona fide performance model, with acceleration and braking times that are
competitive with some of the top sport sedans from BMW, Mercedes-Benz, and Audi. Close this
Model overview: Dodge's Charger lineup consists of four different models, each having a
different engine underhood and a different appeal based on its equipment and price. First,
there's the value-minded base SE, which includes a horsepower, 2. Next up is the mid-range,
more luxurious SXT model, which gets a horsepower, 3. Near the top of the line is the sporty
and very Read more Dodge's Charger lineup consists of four different models, each having a
different engine underhood and a different appeal based on its equipment and price. Then for
those who want the most performance and exclusivity there's the track-ready SRT8, which
includes a horsepower, 6. The SE and SXT rear-wheel drive come with a four-speed automatic
transmission, while the rest of the models get a five-speed automatic with Autostick manual
control. Option packages for have been revamped, and most notably there are Popular
Equipment Packages that apply to each trim level and bring some of the upgraded equipment
from higher trim levels. For instance, the SE Popular Equipment Package includes inch
machined aluminum wheels, a power driver's seat, and Sirius satellite radio. On the SXT, the
Package includes dual-zone climate control, power heated leather seats, inch machined
aluminum wheels, and a watt Boston Acoustics sound system. At the top of the range is the
high-performance SRT8, which includes a horsepower, 6. SRT-exclusive aluminum-forged inch
wheels, a functional hood scoop for added cooling, big Brembo vented brakes, and dual 3.
Inside, the SRT8 includes special accent stitching, carbon-fiber and leather trim, and LED
interior lighting, along with expanded instrumentation. The SRT8 can accelerate to 60 mph in
the low five-second range, brake from 60 to zero in about feet, and get to mph and back to a
standstill in under 17 seconds, according to Dodge. Close this There's a problem loading this
menu right now. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. About
This Vehicle Model strengths: Ride and comfort; trunk space; better-than-expected fuel
efficiency; performance to rival big European sport sedans SRT8. The available Read more.
Close this. The Dodge Charger stands out from other American mid-size and large sedans for
its rear-wheel drive layout, near-ideal weight distribution and, with the V8s, muscle-car
performance. Dodge's Charger lineup consists of four different models, each having a different

engine underhood and a different appeal based on its equipment and price. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors.
Interior Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable
Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders
Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital
Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer
Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon
Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details.
Odometer is miles below market average! Since But it's more than a motto, it's how we do
business. Recent Arrival! Whether you stopped by because you are looking for a reliable,
honest Nissan dealership in NC, or you are just browsing for your next dream car, we are ready
and willing to do whatever we can to help make your experience a truly exceptional one. We
work with over 30 different lenders to ensure you get the best deal! To get a quote please come
visit us, call at , or go to One of our representatives will get you the information you want. Do
you prefer email, phone or text? Just let us know. Our 1 goal is to help you find the vehicle you
love at a price you can afford wrapped in a deal you do not want to walk away from. Anderson
Automotive Group is a family owned and operated business with locations in North and South
Carolina. With all dealerships known as The Family Store, our business is rooted in family
values and structured with several family members serving in key positions. Ask about our Free
Oil for Life Program! See more at Look at this Dodge Charger. Its Automatic transmission and
Gas V6 2. A sharp and aggressive looking full size sedan without having to break the bank. We
would like to thank our customers for making us among the highest rated dealers in Lincoln on
Google reviews with 4. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us
prior to purchase. Main St, Labelle, FL to make this car yours today! In Good Shape. SE trim.
Consumer Guide Recommended Car. Based on EPA mileage ratings. Use for comparison
purposes only. View our entire inventory at Call us today! COM We look forward to hearing from
you! Advertised prices reflects Dealer Discounts. Please confirm with dealer as to prior
acquisition. All prices, specifications and availability subject to change without notice. Visit
dealer for most current information. Due to the high demand for our individually selected
vehicle inventory, there may be times that an individual vehicle is no longer available at the time
you arrive at the Dealership. This is due to a time delay between posting the vehicle, its actual
sale and delivery and removal from the web site. Posting, sale and delivery of all pre-owned
vehicles is an evolving process. Sometimes displayed vehicles may still not be available for a
variety of reasons, such as subject to prior sales, removal and transport elsewhere, awaiting
title and ownership confirmation. To better insure the specific vehicle's availability, you should
contact the Dealership to confirm its present availability. Call or visit with us to see what you
qualify for. This vehicle has gone through the Motorcars Toyota reconditioning process but still
may be in need of cosmetic or mechanical repairs at the time of purchase. Customer assumes
all responsibilities for those repairs. A list of needed mechanical repairs based upon our visual
inspection will be provided along with costs to repair them and will be signed by the buyer at
time of delivery. The vehicle has been inspected and is considered to be safe but may still be in
need of repairs that are not safety related. This vehicle is being offered to the public at discount
prices before being sent to the auction and is being sold AS-IS. Please call for more
information. Please stop in and see us today or call is directly at ! Moss Bros. Nationwide
shipping is available. Call today to schedule your test drive! Se habla espanol! Interested
parties should confirm all data before relying on it to make a purchase decision. All prices and
specifications are subject to change without notice. I understand that my consent to be
contacted is not a requirement to purchase any product or service and that I can opt-out at any
time. I agree to pay my mobile service providers text messaging rates, if applicable. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
hyundai kona owners manual
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over voltage protection relay mercedes
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 5, Cylinders 6 cylinders 3, 8 cylinders 1,
Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops.

No accidents. Know The Deal. New Listing. Price Drop. Frame damage. Close Moss Bros.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 5, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Where do I start? In two words this
car is "a beast"! The combination of the horsepower and torque on this car is ridiculously
amazing! Mostly no cars on the road can compete with it there's only a few that can. Given the
aggressive looks on the outside, the blazing speed on this beast, the enormous amount of
space in the interior, etc. This car is like no other its in a class all by itself. Especially when you
factor in all the great features and qualities this car has for the amount of money it costs this
car is among the elite. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

